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Disclaimer
This anthology is the fruit of the hard work of forty five writers. It is a
combination of poetries.The Author had tried her best to edit and
purify the content of the co-authors and make it a healthy way to
convey their feelings, emotions and morals to all the readers. All the
write ups are amazing. In case of any plagiarism found, neither the
compiler nor the publisher will be held liable. Co-authors are expected
to present only their original content and hence will be solely
responsible for their respective content.
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COMPILED BY :
AARNA

She is Aarna jain who hails in the city of meerut. She is a logophile as well as
cynophile who continues writing a lot of poems and stories and have lots of love
towards dogs. Being a proud student of K.L international school she is the co
author of more than 20 anthologies ,and is now successfully an author of her
own anthology ‘DARK REALITY’.You can get connected with her through her
mail id: jainaarna4me@gmail.com
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THE TRUTH OF LIFE
Yes, it’s the reality
Yes , it’s dark……..
Failing fear in students
Friendship issues with teenagers
Career pressure when you grow a bit
And financial crisis when you grow up full…
Ohh god ! what to do with life
Its all full with darkness and night
So all that is left to do Is to accept the reality and accept the truth !
Yes it’s the reality ,
Yes it’s dark
Everyone wanna be the best
but do you wonder why they remain at rest ?
For achieving something we have to try
Tell me what would happen if you only cry?
For all such questions
There is only one answer …
That is to accept everything and move on
Hoping for a new and bright tomorrow
Because we are experiencing the dark reality of life
By : Aarna {author}
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Karil anand

A seasoned professional educator, associated with a reputed school in Gurugram,
armed with a dynamic track record in career counselling.Karil is value-driven,
propelled by entrenched, benevolent principles, and demonstrates striking calibre
and tenacity, through her fiesty writings. As an experimental writer, and as an
evolved thinker who vehemently aspires to be a transformative evangelist, to
mould our societies into kindness brimming havens. Her unparalleled upcoming
endeavors will certainly leave us awestruck!
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Apocalypse on the anvil
Virus bookmarked the history of mankind.
The virus which looks like a child's toy
Is quite insidious and ubiquitous
The roads are empty, the crowds too small
And no trace of life outside, none at all.
Wild life ventured further,
While the streets are empty ,
Wild creatures lingered and wandered.
If what they saw is unreal.
Man caged in their homes.
The virtual hug replaced the actual hug.
Lockdown gave time to introspect
To think of accomplishing unfulfilled dreams.
To widen one's horizons.
Meeting new people and forging strong bonds.
The future keeps receding.
Certainty has collapsed.
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DEEPU CHAVAN

This is Deepu Chavan, from bengaluru, Karnataka. Took my first breath on 22nd
July 2001. I was born in hassan, Karnataka. I first started my school from vijaya
bharathi school, bengaluru and completed my school in blossoms school,
bengaluru. My 11th and 12th I did in bgs pu college, hessarghatta, bengaluru. I
am doing my bachelor's in Padmashree Institute of management and science,
Bengaluru. I am a genetic student. My hobbies are writing poetry, articles,
drawing, painting, some art works.
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Planet tells me life is a journey
But, that journey takes me several years.
Some day with happiness and joy,
Some day with disappointment and misery.
Some day I struggle to go forward,
Just wishing that you are beside me.
Every day I spend full of gratitude,
That you will be always mine.
Some day I turned and looked for you,
With a blind thought you may love me.
Some day I don't understand,
The reason why you are leaving me forever.
Some day I feel my heart will break into pieces,
That I can't carry on.
Some day I may vanish,
And become a illusion.
Some day the sorrow leaves me,
And my smile will be in heaven.
Some day I may close my eye's forever,
With memories you cleared.
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DRISHTI TANDON

A budding poetess who aspires to create an impactful identity in the world
through the power of words.
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Every morning,
she wakes up to the sunshine,
full of life,
full of dreams.
Same as happened today.
And then, the very next second,
she finds, the real blockade.
The trammel, like a fly in the ointment.
Neither let her to shine,
nor offers a way for escape.
The one and only reason,
for such ableism, is that she's a girl.
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Sravani Krishna

Born in the struggle with death . She loves to write . Writing is her love and
passion . Lover of nature and writing . She believes in self love because loving
yourself is the most beautiful thing we can feel . And she believes that Bshayar
52 team was a gift given to her by God along with her passion and love for
writing . She loves to help budding writers . She wants to fight for the victims of
many kinds with her words, with her pen . She feels her pen is her weapon . She
wants to fly with colors . She loves nature through and through . She feels she is
a child of mother nature .
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And…
When i opened my eyes,
Reality stuck;
My hands itched to,
Stop the burning flames,
That already burnt my heart;
And…
When dark reality stuck,
Tears cascaded down my cheeks;
And…
When darkest truth struck,
My breathing got hitched,
And I became numb;
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Jananiravi

Daughter of Ravi and Thatchayani. Completed her bachelors in Commerce and
pursuing her masters in Madras university. She is a Nyctohpile and loves to write
poems and quotes. She is the co-author of more than 60 anthologies and
compiler of 3 books. U can get connected with her in Instagram
@the_little_writer__ Mail Id : jananijaanu50@gmail.com
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Dark reality of life :
The feelings we face is not common,
But the pain we get in return is no other word.
Its just a 'pain' in common.
Being a person is not at all easy,
When feelings rules us in common.
However your rich or poor,
the wishes are common.
The soul left alone :
With two legs and two hands,
With stupid brain and pointless heart.
Just roaming here and there,
Starring the world as if its totally new,
Moving to places but freezed in the place.
Where our feelings are dead
Just a body with an abstract soul
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Deval Chhatbar

I am Deval Chhatbar from mahuva, Bhavanagar, Gujarat. I possess bachelor's
degree in comouter science. By profession, I am a teacher and have set up my
coaching class. Besides my love for teaching, I love poetry writing. I am also
working as a content writer at a IT-Based firm. My love for poetry brings me to
pen down what I feel for the world.
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Title: life is not that easy!
Life is not like river's flow,
It doesn't easily go,
We just say it's 21st century,
But we still have some mistry,
Girls having dreams to build career,
Get married and it becomes a barrier,
Ladies having lots of interest area,
End up their day by fulfilling family's demand area,
Women having same strength to handle promossional post,
Will be put to the same post by force,
Person with kind heart,
Have no value with these mean hearts,
Person having genuineness today,
Is considered as old stuff today!
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Sahyira Roy

Sahyira Roy is a young girl from Kolkata, West Bengal. She started her journey
of writing and exploring new things for inspiration from the age of 14. Apart
from writing she's also interested in drawing, dancing and singing. Her aim is to
share her thoughts and experiences through her arts to the whole world.
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What about Me?
The calm earth is not exactly calm.
The vibrations are happening non-stop!
Sometimes it's natural, sometimes not.
Human is the most dangerous in this earth,
They are selfish and sadist after all!
The meaningless war to separating the country,
Parting away the ways to the changes in hearts!
Two friends who grew up together,
Soon will be bloodthirsty maniacs!
The secret pair of lovers who loved each other,
Will be miles apart and will lose their love!
But what about me? I can never go back!
If only I had ever said them,
"Thank you so much to give me my life!"
If only I had ever said her,
"Thanks a lot for being my life partner!"
But alas! I can never say that nor meet them again,
As the impact of the war is too strong!
And here am I, dying somewhere very far;
Far away from all of my family members!
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Anwesha Rath

Anwesha Rath, A girl from small town used to see huge dreams now is working
in anthologies is just 19 years old doing graduation her aim is just to take care of
her parents as they cared for her till her dream is not writing poems but to share
heartfelt message..
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Generation today

Name are just becoming rare to call
Main is the profession
If someone ask about the person
Before the name salary is told
After salary job is informed
This is becoming so common
People are not doing marriage for their life
But for their fashion
People don't know each other
But money make their relation
This is the condition of our nation
People just have advice for the poor
But rich has all in their favour
In poor parents are the best teachers
But in rich for each subject their are 4 to 5 creature
The poor carries each document in thread needle bind
But a rich carries a file
All depends upon a people and their style
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Amay Mehra

My name is Amay Mehra and I hail from the city of Meerut. I am a student of
class VIII of K.L. International School, Meerut. My father is a businessman by
profession while my mother is a teacher. I have one younger sibling. I love
reading fiction books one of my favourite is Harry Potter by J.K. Rowling are
filled with unimaginable wonders and unseparable joy of childhood days .
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SAD REALITY OF LIFE
Counting on my breath;I ponder
If here lies life,
Then what lies yonder?
What's life, what's it's a call?
To rise from the ashes,Each time you fall.
To know that all I'll perish
still, you've lived, a movement to cherish.
we're taught to be strong.
And never ever way.
still, when someone leaves,
we mourn and cry.
life is a fleeting affair,A challenge to embrace
we ought to live to the fullest,And leave it with grace
for many came,And many would go.
It's a wending tale,
Called an eternal show.
Nothing last forever
For it's all a vanity
Those who live for now,Know life's reality.
Yes, it's a sad reality.................
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Muskan Sharma

She is Muskan Sharma, from karnal, haryana... she is 21 years old. she is
Studying BCOMG 2nd year from ignou. she is a girl with ambition and a heart
of gold
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We got seperated for a month,
But the years have been passed,
I still remember your words "i cant live without you"
Now the only thing which i have is loneliness all around.
There was a time when you wanted to meet me every single day.
Now i want to meet you, see you but you are miles away.
I still remmeber those words "we will never be apart"
But you dont even rember those promises and commitments.
In your dreams my one day was equivalent to one year.
That last meet was yestrday for you.
There was a time when we shred all the moments together.
I remember those romantic talks.
I miss you every single day.
I so wana see you .
I am all lost .
I dont understand when i will be able to see you.
I dont understand what have i done.
That my fate has remorsed with me.
You were all in my heart every breathe every second.
You are the only reason for this loneliness
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Dr.Ravindra Pal Singh Muzalda (KaviRp)

"कोई तो होगा ते रे जै सा इस जहान में भी और, ले क़िन क़िस्मत में क़सर्फ़ तू ही क्ोों नहीों..."
Myself Ravindra pal singh Muzalda (kavirp). I M not A PERFECT Poet or
writer from the very beginning or have any knowledge of poem writing. Than
one day took a pen and start writing the thought and feelings stuck in my mind
that i want to write it down. This gives a birth of my inner poetry child within
me. And now its my one of my favourite hobby and love to do so in my free
time. And last not the least thanks for gave me to write for the anthology book
and gave my unfolded wings to fly and explore my thoughts.
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Whenever The Life...
Whenever, i have been in the dark.
The life show me the rays of light.
Whenever, i have walked on the thorns in my way.
The life has showered with the flowers on it.
Whenever, my dreams shattered in pieces.
The life gave me courage to fulfill.
Whenever, i have no plans to execute.
The life has another for me.
Whenever, i was alone in this world.
The life was with me in the form of air.
Whenever, i have no shelters over me.
The life has a sky for me.
Whenever, the people laughs at my failures.
The life gave me the second chance to success.
Whenever, there's nobody to support me.
It was the life who always.
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Dhairya.

Dhairya Chahal born on 11 june 2008 is a student of 8 standerd known for his
controversial & striking speeches & poetry ......
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Life isn't good life isn't bad
Life isn't good life isn't bad
You make it happy
You make it sad

People will come people will go
Trying to brainwash you
What will you do?
Don't do anything but be still

Be a Stubborn ! Be a rebel!
Let everyone know what you can tell
They will know who you are
You should fight till you are !!
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Pragya Bharti

She love to string the pearls of words into feelings of emotions, reality ,fiction,
fantasy, thriller, suspense and some more things of life
Within this love to read and explore new things
And loved to enjoy you moments of life Either it's sorrow or happiness.
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Today's Reality
Lost of humanity in this Digital India,
Where everyone Forgot Parents loves
No care, No shame
Why just this Scam!!
Today's reality
Online Love and Broken of Heart, which
Is not Love , it's
Just attraction which we
Can't call love.
Today's reality
Far from Nature Just focus on Mob
Losing our presence
In front of everyone..
Today's reality
Just losing Childhood which gives
Happiness in the past
Why is this Scam!!
Comes, Today's reality.
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Mahtab Jabeen

Her passion and energy is genuine and undeniable. She, Mahtab Jabeen, an
Indian hailing from the City of Joy, Kolkata, received her Bachelors degree from
Calcutta University. A student of English and Psychology, Mahtab Jabeen is an
entrepreneur with MJ-the feminine feel, and also a process associate with
Amazon India.Amidst her assiduous schedule, she manages to pursue a diploma
in creative writing and language courses.She finds delight in penning down her
feelings and emotions. She watches the world move by and grasps the different
ecstasies, desires, grief and pain to create beautiful pieces that relates to young
and old alike. Spreading awareness about humanity and compassion encapsulates
her writings.Jabeen is enthusiastic about new languages, loves reading books and
designing apparels. She assists in various philanthropic activities too and is a
nature lover.She is a part of several anthologies and winner in writing
competitions.
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Realities: eluded
Living in an era with smiling selfies abundant
Behind closed doors, a reality unknocked,
Blood starts thinning when aim unfulfilled,
Paving way for the money to deal with,
Thumbs onscreen replaced the essence of care
Friends lending shoulders are very rare,
Children's appeasement is merely frivolous,
Safeguarding the social status is far more prestigious,
Decay of moral wellbeing isn't of concern,
Winning Tmd he argument is the motive stern,
Money without knowledge rocks the world,
Wisdom without money remains unfurled.
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Ashi Sharma

This is Ashi, an ambitious writer who loves to write and express her jumbled
collection of thoughts on pages which capture the depth of her musings into a
steady flow of imagery. She likes to portray the whirlwind of emotions with her
jinxed pen, a dainty notebook and adequate amount of words, balancing the
optimism in mind with the pessimism of the world.
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Euphoria
Dark red signs lighting up the flames in the forest of lies,
I ignored the signs and ended up in the labyrinth where the naive dies.
It's just a feeling of ecstasy the pined away people say,
Which feels like watching Aurora Borealis after a really long hectic day.
I traced star-shaped scars on my skin with blades and walked on moon
coloured glass,
To feel the pain blacking me out from the chaos getting me to a deep
serene slumber laying on a pile of witchgrass.
When I woke up with a realization taking all over me,
I saw it's the way the world works, we are the naive resisting to be free,
To bite golden fruit and letting us flow in the dark alluring ether
opposite from the harsh reality.-ashi
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Anmol Singh

Anmol Singh, A Chartered Account, Who loves to audit Human's Feelings and
try to put it into words. He has a hidden motive of making people happy and help
them to believe that their life is still worthy, Writing to him is like a stress buster
hobby which makes his heart feel light. He has published his articles and poem
in 5 anthologies till now. You can reach out to him on insta : @Kinda_anmol
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Tittle : You Need You

It's kinda weird yet true,
that you actually need you.
At the places you do or don't belong,
You often leave a part of you.
With missing pieces, it’s gets difficult
To get back whole of you.
Your feverish body shows the signs
When it finds that something is missing and that’s you.
Your mind runs at lightning fast speed
Looking for something like drug addicts do,
This time, the drug is being only you.
Because you begin to feel blue,
When you live without you.
You keep looking for peace and ways to restore your sleep,
But you often forget, everything is there within you.
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Crystal

Hey readers! This is Crystal! A class 9th student blessed with some authoric
skills! Loves writing since age of 12 He describes his feelings in what he pens
He has some of his feelings penned on his instagram handle @shelftonss_07...
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The Expectations Vs The Truth...

We expect to live in a family
Which doesn't have fight
But in reality
It is full of fights...

Our relationships should never flatter
We expect that our partner is trusted
Really is that even marriages flatter
And relationships are two sided...

Expectations match reality
That's also an expectation
The real life is truly different
So stop keeping expectations...
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Tanvi budhiraja

Tanvi budhiraja Persuing Bba 1st year Live in Muzaffarnagar, U.P Love to pen
down my emotions into writings
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"THE SARCASM OF THE SOCIETY…"

We live in a society full of two faced people where they judge according
to the situation instead of having a perception.

One says,"You are perfect." Another says, "Nobody is perfect." And
here the sarcasm starts…..

Likewise every coin has two sides, "heads" & "tails" and every situation
has its own "pros" & "cons" respectively.

We should identify all the sides of the work/thing/situation we are
doing/facing to not to face any of the issues/regrets later.

People will judge so let them be….Don't take it as an obstacle in your
way. Take it as a motivation to get better results. At last, your results
will talk to them & shut their mouths.

Last but not the least,"DON'T STOP! JUST KEEP MOVING…" until
you think u've got what u want.

One day!you will reach where you deserve to be and maybe better than
that .
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Arpita Saxena

Arpita Saxenais a teacher.she has completed her schooling from KVS. She is
post graduate in MSc geography along with diploma in disaster management.she
had a decade experience in banking and insurance sector. She loves to explore
history and admire nature.she loves content related to history geography and
culture.
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My life in photographs Am mocked .
At time ridiculed.Look there she is ,
another pic oh god , she doesn't stop .
Her life in photographs! She is vain .
Oh an attention seeker.Another pic we have to like .
It's a botheration .It doesn't pause . Her life in photographs !
I look around An earnest glance Don't you realise . It's not a pride
Nor a compulsion My life in photographs!
I plea for a thought .To pause a moment
And not hurry To be judgmental
Before you pass a hurting remark
My life in photographs ! It's not pride
Nor for an attention Not for publicity A simple way to stay sane
My life in photographs! A means to end
The mundane suffering One combats
In loneliness , in anxiousness.
It's a way of life to be alive My life in photographs!
I escape , i freeze The moments to eternity
It helps ,
it soothes The lingering misery it's a bliss for my wondering soul
Therefore My life in photographs!
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Surangama Ghosh

Surangama is a writer from Haldwani Uttrakhand. She's a young soul With lot's
of dreams inside her mind She collect those dreams and let every word ,every
feeling from her heart fell upon the paper ..check her writings on
@messysoul_29
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You never know what She felt
She just need a hand
She would melt..
Beneath the darkness when you make her quite
Grabbing her fingers So tight
When she screams You hold her lips ,
Hurt her eyes She tries to escape
You pull her tight Give her harsh scratches
Still she's quite Broken into pieces
She's suffering You didn't let her go
Even when she was crying
She decided in her mind
the time when you will go away
She will go to the terrace and
Fly away you left her shattered
She went to the sky closed her eyes
Told herself she will fight
Her broken heart was all that left
She thought of killing herself in the end ....
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Saroj Bala Rajput

I'm a 21y old girl , I'm a nurse ,a painter, a poet and a singer also , I always write
from my heart, if you find anything wrong in my poem, then definitely tell me,
so that I can rectify that mistake. All I would say is, be happy and if possible,
bring happiness on someone's face every day. _____Saroj Bala Rajput
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Poem :- will miss you a lot
=====================
Yes, I will miss you very much after you are gone,
I will be happy every moment in front of everyone,
But when I am alone the memory of you makes me cry a lot.
Yes, I will miss you very much.

Your words, those words, those long nights that spent on the call,
How can I forget that moment spent with you,
I will cry secretly by hugging everything related to you,
I was never tired of laughing, but I will be soaked pillows in the nights,
Then Saroja will just regret sitting alone.
Yes, it is true that after separation from you, you will be remembered a
lot.
I will smile in front of everyone, but your memory alone will make me
cry a lot.

Yes it is true that after separation from you, you will be remembered a
lot.

Poet :- Saroj Bala Rajput
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Reshma Samnani

Lawyer and writing on different topics. Working in Corporate. Completed more
than 70 anthologies. Working for serving nation. Keen learner of Human
Psychology.
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Identity
If you are identified strongly
you are living the programming
not living but just existing in someone else's dream
Freedom is from everything -including identity.
Why must we use so many words?
The programming is over loaded.
Overwhelmed with it's own faulty code.
Addicted and dying from it's own infectious vaccines.
Who can stop the insanity and be still?
No one knows the extent of the damage.
Why repair outdated toilets?
Demolish and replace.
I'm over stating the obvious choice is change for
more than positives. It's just here and now Truth.
In a body or no.So What Is the difference. The difference
is just you. Or whatever you think
you are as apart from the whole of the rest.
You people persons are the stupidity we all fear
and only you hate. Everything is madness and nothing feels sane.
The world Is ... what it's always been.
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Supriya.c.s.k.

As a co-author Supriya is a good writer from Chennai.She has been writing
poetry for more than 1 year.She wants to be an aspiring and inspiring poet in
future.
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The reality of life:Life is not what you think
It's not just an fantasy
It's full of obstacles which
Contains some miracles and
As well as surprises too
Within it which will also be
Fulfilled with some lot sorts of
Experiences and most of all
Consists of all source of
Human emotions passes through
Because the life's reality
Is not an dreamy it's some unusual
Suddenly everything happens
Sometimes it comes and it goes
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Pankaj Singh Dhanak (Pankkuu)

Pankaj Singh Dhanak is a resident of DEVBHOOMI UTTARAKHAND❤️. He
is pursuing his studies in the field of commerce. He believes in today and now ,
not tommorow. He is inspired by his friend in the writing field. He has been
interested in playing cricket , writing and he is also fond to listening songs . Insta
I'd - writer pankkuu You tube account - Poetry - kingdom of memories.
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If you don't have money, what will we do with a good heart?
Wherever the money is, we shall live with it.
He doesn't respect us ,No problem.
He may not even care about us, but we will praise him.

what do we love about him.
We are with him as long as he has money.
Don't love man, do it with money.
How is a relationship without money?

Nowadays, this is where the principles come in handy.
We are in love with whom, they take someone else's name.
Hopefully ! We would have been a little richer.
Make your choice your love.

They would have loved us or our wealth.
At least she would have been with us.
She would have had less love, affection and concern for us.
Never mind , I would have had a partner in the difficult phase of life.
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Komadhi Devender

Komadhi Devendera... Her passion, Energy, Drive & Enthusiasm is true, Real &
Undeniable... An avid reader will probably have her nose dig in a physical or a
virtual book... When life puts you down that's when you must bounce back
harder, that's how she started writing... Her motto in life is "Always do what
makes you happy" & writing does make me happy... An amateur writer, Dream
to make it big in the blog writing world... Very easy to win just some chocolate
& a warm cup of black coffee will do the trick... Moon is my Muse... Check out
my quotes on your quote app... And blogpost moonselenophile...
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An Era...
We have come a long way from where we were and to where we have
reached now...
As women, we were said a million things and ways to do anything...
It will be like don't sit like this...
Don't wear this...Don't speak like this so don't think like this...
And so on...it's a never-ending list...
The point is that it was all controlled by someone or the other...
Be it the parents...Teachers..Husband...And even the society...
It was said you should be happy to get what you need or be grateful that
your needs are very well taken care of...
It took a whole lot of struggling to make them understand that you
cannot ask someone to be happy with their needs being fulfilled...
Life is more than needs...It's also abt what we want...
We want to be independent...We want our own identity...
We want our self-respect..We want our individuality...
We want to make our own decisions...
We want to make our own mistakes to learn from them...
We have reached an era where women are finally doing things, not just
for their needs but the things they want...
A long walk from needs to wants...
Came so far...But still, a long way to go...
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Rathina Sridharan

She should keep on learning till her last breath
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Oh You

Oh you! My dear you are happiest in the world.
Good doesn't mean your financially
People who have a lots of money, assets they are happy with it.
They don't have peace like you have.
They don't have family like you have.
They don't have loveable, supportive life like you have.

The don't have faithful person like you have.
They just have the money which you don't have.
Money is not a happiness and being a rich is not a success.

Even if you are in your small house you can sleep peacefully.
But they sleep with fear about the thieves and robbers.
So my dear money is not a life,it is just a part of life.
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Chris S. Suah

Chris S. Suah holds a Bachelor of Science degree in chemistry from the
University of Liberia. He writes from Liberia's capital, Monrovia. He enjoys
composing poems because it allows him to share his experiences with others and
make a positive impact in their lives. Some of his works had been published on
websites and in magazine such as Agapereview, Bironote, Power Poetry and
Synchronized Chaos. He co-author an anthology known as "Bottle Up." He
connects writing to his spirit. He believes in life, you must maintain your
enthusiasm and creativity to have different view of the world.
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Divine
I believed in the world at first sight,
I pretended to pray, but was not.
I though it was ok,For I was carried away.
Thou shalt not judge
Yet, they speak ill of me.
I am not dishonest;
I am honest.
I am not disabled;
I am able.I will speak coz HE is able.
For l am HIS servant.
HE is my king,On my mind,
Lays HIS chamber,
Where he sleeps.
My thought is on fire,Prayer has become the key,
A key to my freedom,
For I will be on his right hand.
Under the roof of heaven,
Where HE will be my spiritual president,
Coz my mind is Devine,
Not into the world’s but in his service.
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Ranbir Bhakat

Author by heart and passion. Writing since He was 16. Ranbir Bhakat is
pursuing an integrated undergraduate course in Commerce from Calcutta
University, Kolkata. He was born and brought up in Kolkata, West Bengal. His
writeups touches reality and reaches everyone's heart. After publishing his own
book he wants to explore more. He wants to grasp and grow in his writing
journey. His poems can please your broken heart and also please your emotions.
Wrote about 200+ Anthologies & 2 Solo Book in preparation. Gmail:
ranbirbhakat5456@gmail.com Insta Id: @_writing__tales_
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SOMETIMES
Sometimes I can't find the words
That fill my messy head.
Can't find the effort to smile
Or get out of my silly old bed.

The world just sometimes feels like
I don't fit and don't belong,
And even when I make the effort,
A smile just doesn't last long.

I could pretend with all my might
That I am the happiest I can be.
Surrounded by the world, it seems
Lonelier I couldn't be.

Not sure what may be the answer.
Not sure if I'm really keen
To spend another day here,
Living this dreadful dream.
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B.Mahalakshmi

B.Mahalakshmi is a contrasting character.she is pursuing a master degree in
English literature.she is affectionate character.she is more supportive and
understanding for parents.she is more interested to writing quotes.she express
feelings and emotion in her writings.she is contrast from others in attitude and
writings.
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In the world some people are criticise us ,but
We never hear the words,
If you hear the words ,
We can't to move next step,
We throughout the words and move on.

In the world all are can't praise,
Few people praise and some people criticise,
Praise and criticism are more important part of life ,
That is forward to the success.

Some one criticise you,
please proud to be yours, because
Your growing is burning for some people,
Someone criticise,you think,
You start to grown up.

Criticising people also criticise,
They never stop their attitudes,
So don't concentrate other words,
Concentration on your destination, and then success is yours.
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YOKATAA G S

“A Dentist by profession but a Writer by passion”. She's a vivid learner, loves to
sketch portraits,read books,learn new languages and also does academic
research.She's been a co-author for numerous anthologies. Simply,Jack of all
trades, master of none!😉
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DESIRES

Vivid dreams, innovative musings,
Wanting to master our thoughts,
Desires, crystal clear,
Our hopes stand higher.
Responsibilities,daring to comply
When it's our time to fly!
Elapsing each day,
Hoping that our desires come true someday;
Dreams of a prudent life,
Whilst dealing with life's strife;
Heart high with hopes;
And for this,
We are ready to climb any ropes,
Never we are scared of slopes,
To accomplish our determined goals!
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Noor Tabassum

The name of the author is Noor Tabassum. Writing is her passion. She has
participated in more than 300 anthologies as co author and has also written solo
books called Sensibles, Twisted Firsts and Adorable Prod. She is a nature lover
and loves to lead a simple life. She expresses all her feelings in her writings as
she thinks it is the most powerful medium to communicate. She has won many
writing competitions, and her articles have been published in many magazines
too. She enjoys writing poems and short stories. Her stories have been published
in the Times of India newspaper too. Her Instagram id is @noortabassumali123.
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THE CYCLE OF LIFE – AN INCREDIBLE RIDE

The life we lead is like a rollercoaster ride,
It keeps changing from time to time, giving different shades,
Every phase has its beauty and its flaws,
But once things pass, it cannot be called back,
The reality of life is that it slowly climbs up,
Once it reaches the peak, then it slowly starts moving down,
What goes up has to come down,
This is the policy of the world,
So always be polite and caring,
Though momentarily, it may seem harsh and challenging,
But ultimately, it will yield the desirable fruit.

NOOR TABASSUM
IG ID - @noortabassumali123
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Sonia Anumula

She is Sonia Anumula from Hyderabad. Her parents were not well educated but
they strive to make her child to get good education. And that's how, it laid her a
path to start writing and enlighten people with her writings. She is interested in
writing motivational, love, sad, inspirational stories. Apart from writings, she is
also interested in paintings, pencil arts, wall paintings, arts and crafts, music etc.
Since she is from the background, where girls don't even get an opportunity to
study, where they don't even have freedom to choose their career, she aims to
enlighten people, specially girls to study well and empower them to stand on
their own foot.
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**** DARK REALITY ****

As I lay down to sleep
My eyes started staring at ceiling
Wondering, if life could be lived better
If I choose to do what what I love?

Empty pockets, hunger to feed,
Family responsibilities, society urges..
if not for all these,
would I ever take down this path?

How to focus on my goals and dreams
in this world,which is runned by money ?
And everytime when I try to satisfy my soul,
the dark reality I am living in ,pulls me back ,
just like the gravitational force down to the earth

Life seems is too tragic and my dreams feels so distant
And with mind full of deep thoughts and eyes full of tears
I tend to fall asleep with hope , tomorrow could be better .
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Shoukath Afrin.H

Shoukath Afrin is a student of class XI studying in St Francis Xavier's Anglo
Indian higher secondary school.she is a passionate writers, and she writes her
writing based on reality of life and she is a co-author of the anthologies stable
born king and the another new year.she is a budding writer who is ready to
showcase her talents to the writing community.
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Life reality
The one who is near you is the one who will be e a burden for you
Don't believe everyone who is with you because you cannot fix that
they will long for your life
Thinking about the third person who is not with you is a big mistake
Think about your parents who have brought up you from the age you are
young
The loved ones are not near you they are far and far away
But your parents are always your guidelines they are the Big support
behind you
All the all the beginning ends in the start think and just act
No one is real no one is true life is a big dark reality there is no end no
beginning and no stop
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Lucky Says

I am Ayush Raj Pandey also known as Lucky Says. I'm a new writer, one day I
was trying to write something and that was the point when I found my writing
skills. You can check some of my quotes and poetry on my IG accounts
(@.word.smith and @.shotpoint.). On this write-up I talked about a sad and a
hard reality of life. Mostly everyone is scared by the thought of saying Goodbye
to there close one's so that thought pinched me to write on this so read this hope
you guys will like it.
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The Last Goodbye.......

Both of us is completely defied,
Every night we definitely cried.
Gap between our feelings ascended,
Seems like everything ended.
Now anything happens we don't share,
Literally you don't care.
Slowly we started separating,
Don't know but after hearing you my heart started penetrating.
At last your love became illusion,
Our relation reached its conclusion.
I'm gonna miss your hug,
For me it was just like drugs.
Today we didn't talked,
I miss those day when you stalked.
If I send you texts you will not reply,
So, the thing I just wanted to say is...... Goodbye
-Lucky Says
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Kerdamehi Pakma

This is Kerdamehi Pakma, a resident of KyndongTuber, West Jaintia Hills
District, Jowai, Meghalaya, NE, India, still an undergoing student who aimed at
becoming an international poet, writer and novelist.
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*Need To Be Pondered*

Day after day Trees went off uncountedly;
Until one day stood a sequestered Tree, Thinking about retaliating the
Destroyer;
In rued heart of losing its Mates.
One day men were almost ready;
To chop off its Stem,
Stop right there! Said that Tree,
LET ME SAY A WORD.....

Aren't we the ones which give you fresh air to breathe?
Aren't we the ones which bring you orrations around?
Aren't we the ones which give you convoyances?
Aren't we the ones which emancipate you from drought?
Aren't we the ones which give the Earth fragrances?
You're all Avaricers, Beliers, Impeders, Bequilers,Benumbers and
Nature' Terrorists.
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M.Gopika

M.Gopika is a budding writer, hailing from Kadaladi, Ramanathapuram District.
Her parents D.Muniyasamy-Mangaiyarkarasi. She was born on 23 September
2000. She started her journey as an English writer some months back. Most of
her poem's will inspire you to bring your best in you. Her write ups are simple
and small, but the meanings and the pain are deeper like the deep sea. She
penned her thoughts directly from her heart. Find her on Insta @crazy_gops
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When the first time I feel matured
I'm not fell in love with other man but
I love myself more than the other's
Because everyone one leave me at
The middle of my cute little journey!
Even my shadow also hide
When there is no light at here's
Then why should I feel guilt
To make them to regret of their ruilt
Life is too mysterious to solve
Sometimes life is like a puzzle box - in a dark room
It arrests us in the midst of our flowering'
Love is a undescribable spell
It's make us to feel like a hell
Love mesmerizing us to forget our own selves in our loved one sleeves
It's a kind of pleasure can't offer by others
It's a happiness born inside our souls
Love can't be measurable but
Our lives could be memorable
We don't waste our times for the
Unworthy things like love at our young age!
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Shekh Mazida Khatun Alauddin

Shekh Girl was a poetess, Writing is her passion and hobby. She Says Keep Ur
Pen Always Close to Uh, because when no one will accompany you, then this
pen will support & there for you in Every Stage of Your Life. ***She Believes
for Writer their pen is always connected with their heartbeat. *** Writing makes
her mind and heart calm. Mazida was a Prolific Writer on Yourquote App. She
was a certified and published co-author. Writing was her first love and the
process of her becoming a good writer is still going on. She ended her life with
all the words, which she is tying like pearls in the garland of poems and will
continue to thread it forever.
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Life is nothing but a big lie.
Not take every moment seriously,
Because here everything is hidden,
The thing always hide something behind it.
Sometimes it's Someone's truth or lie,
Sometimes it's Someone's happiness or tears.
The truth of life is much bitter,
Then the leaf of Neem Tree.
The truth of life is simple,
Here is no one for anyone,
At the end of the day of your life,
You've to live this world alone.
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Meghana Nagesh Pai

Meghana Nagesh Pai residing in Virar, Maharashtra. She just cleared her 10th
std and now studying in D G Ruparel college. Her aim is to become professor
and to do PhD in English literature.
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*Break It Apart*
I entrusted you my heart
Promised to exchange trust
You broke it apart
Now I am about to burst
How could you pretend
That you are my friend
With this I am in pain
As I only cry in rain
It was me who was with you
Other people very well knew
It was such a good ditch
Now I think you're witch
No, not this time
It's the end now
You betrayed your friend
Carry on with the trend
You broke my heart apart
Now I cannot restart

-Meghana N Pai
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CHANDNI Baid

Hie readers... The author name is Chandni Baid. Her pen and writings are all
about connecting the feelings with each reader heart, and to make readers feel
like home. She writes, what she feels, experiences and emotions she lives. The
pain and the happiness in the respective writings is completely about universal
thoughts and pinch of realistic imagination created by her mind and pen. She
describes her mind to magnet which can automatically attract and connects to
world's emotions and can pen it into words !! Hope you all connect and
appreciate her piece of work !! Thank you !! ❤️
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In the hours of darkness..

Spending time with ownself..
Making better version of myself..
Deep down are immersed silent louder cries...
Coated with tonnes and tonnes of tries...
Manipulated with multiple of downfall and failures...
Creating inner soul in the make of tough warriors..
Holding the burden of continuous rejections..
Dying and trying to build the chance of selections..
Enhancing the beauty of being strong..
Rectifying the mistakes which had gone wrong..
Reinstalling the life, learning from the past..
For Making the development of my soul fast..
Stiring the pain of life from the Wall of chest..
Reconstructing the destiny and paths of life again' to its best..
Revising life segments to the key of success..
Updating the soul and mind in the hours of darkness !!
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Supriya sharma

Supriya sharma Currently studying at delhi university Love writing and had
written many quotes,poems.
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Its hard to say
Its required to say
As this is truth to say

Life is hard
Needs to flourish it with hardwork
Your happiness might got damaged
But its your responsibility to get it at everystake

Life is precious
It needs diamond to make it valuable
Only given by us
By putting SELF as first priority
Then it is more profitable

Nothing to worry
But its hard to keep it all the way
It's a reality
But needs to accept it with quality.
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MD SHAHE ALAM

My self Md Shahe Alam. I belong to State of Bihar From Patna City. I
am co-author of more than 20 anthologies. I am passionate learner and
researcher too. I am 22 years and i wrote 100 poem and 1000 quotes. I
am Student of Master In Application. I want to grasp and grown in
writing journey.
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Life is beautiful
So be thankful and cool
Its a mysty, cant be unfold
For someone its a soil, and for someone its gold,
Just live with its rule
Life is beautiful Money, success, failure
Dont change them your behavior, ups and downs, happiness sorrow are
the parts of life,
Past will never come, and future has lots of surprise
What ever it gives, you be dutiful
Life is beautiful You may not be important to world
But always remember for your family, friend you are precious pearl
There is a deep grief in a broad smile, to have good one its a
achievement of life
Some time she is a stern master and sometime merciful
Life is beautiful
Unfaithful as the life is One day she will play the jilt
And every one will go take deep sleep
That day many wil weep,Life is a one time offer,
So give thanx to god,and dream big, enjoy it, love it with loughter,
Other wise you are a big fool,Yes life is beautiful Life is beautiful.
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S Narasimha Jayanth

I am an Embedded Engineer by profession and a Military Thinker and Writer by
passion. I currently work in the Medical Industry domain. I have been interested
in Literature and History since my childhood and wildly obsessed with
Mahabharata and other epics of Bharat. This poem of mine is an attempt to
present the mindset of the heroine of Mahabharata, Draupadi towards Men, some
whom she disgust and the one among them, her Hero (Bhimasena) whom she
truly loved. It is well established in the Mahabharata that for every woman like
her there was always a man like Him.
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Men like ‘Him’
I have seen men in that accursed Court,
Eyes on me, filled with lust.
Yet, I do not hate their kind,
As I saw Him, as the only one prepared to fight against the unjust.
I have seen men like Vultures,
Ready to taste whatever I bore.
Yet I did not lose hope in their kind,
As I heard Him in the midst of cowards, the lion with a thunderous roar.
I was dragged by hair among men,
By a man, no less than a wicked dog.
Yet I did not curse their kind,
As I witnessed Him on the battlefield, fiercely butchering that hog.
I was abused by a man,
He threatened my honor and life.
Yet I will not disgrace their kind,
As in their kind, is my Man, who against all odds, avenged his wife.
I know that at every age,
You will find men like them,
Yet there are always ‘Men like Him’,
He, whom I have loved and trusted the most, amidst all the mayhem.
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Avani Singh

Avani Singh, an 18-year-old aspiring writer from Meerut. I am an author of two
self-published books titled 'Existence: They do exist' and 'Calling Shani' and coauthor of many anthologies. I love to present my views on various social issues
on different social media platforms. I am a proud feminist, an animal lover and
aim at making this world a better place to live in.
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Pawprints on life
Nothing is permanent,
No one is immortal.
But my soul left my body with yours,
Seemingly nothing can relieve my forlornness.
How am I supposed to sleep
With no paws around my waist?
What am I supposed to do
At six everyday?
How will I prove the world
That you could speak but only to me?
Who will have the whole family rolling
With her human drama?
I know , I know you will not resuscitate.
I won’t hear those barks again.
I won’t be reprimanded by mom
For shouting at you.
But you know what Liza?
I accept this dark reality of life.
You are my everlasting part,
I will love you even in my afterlife.
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Nasrin Lokhandwala

A proud Indian loves the Indian heritage and its ancient traditions and culture. Is
an ardent Vipassana Meditator practising since twenty five years Has done her
Fashion Designing from Sophie College after her graduation from Sydenham
college and worked last as VIce President Merchandising in a Pvt Ltd Garment
Export Co. Also given her Trinity Exams in Speech and Drama, Communication
Skills and English securing distinctions in each . Also loves to sing and dance
Learnt basics in singing and various dance forms.
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I thank God it was me
As any other woman
would have succumbed
to the domination,
And sacrificing fires
to the crushing desires
to the burden of responsibilities
to the unstoppable demands
to the unending commands
Cause I stood tall
Against them all
Firm on my ground
Ensuring no injustice to abound
Battling to manage some time
To accomplish but few desires prime
Towards my health and well being
For peace of mind and good learning
As that too is my duty,
Towards myself a necessity!
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Kangana Kalita

The author Kangana Kalita is a 15 year old student of class 10 (2022) from
Assam. She has a compassionate interest towards literature and has a unique lean
towards writing. She finds interests in painting and music with diplomas in both,
completed under national institutions at an early age of 12 while beginning them
from a bud age of 3. She has been involved in writing as the Chief Writer and
President of the Writer's Club of her school and has also published many articles
in the local newspapers. From beginning her writing interest by secretly penning
down her own thoughts, the author has contributed to many anthologies of
various genres and thereby, hopes to provide a good reading pleasure to the
readers of the new English genre.
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Predictable Reality

There are scars in me.
More than on my body are the scars of my heart.
Deep and dark they are,
as you see them with a vision,
as sharp as the mark.
Thought of hiding them,
Thought of covering them,
But for how long?
Gave a thought about the words I'd get,
But would it matter? Of course not.
Gave a thought about the claims they'd make,
But would it bother? Of course not.
Finally, revealed the real me,
In a self confident way,
And as I said, "OF COURSE NOT,"
Did it bother to anyone,
to stand by and see me, be me, in a happy way.
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